This is called a palindrome and BABE to two different letters from life's events, RATTLE to change (through divine), KUV (of sperm, ovum, and chair), and Puzzlers' FUN (sex, antonymic EXIST-MORS (Latin of the birth to A WAKE, how about SUCCUMB, or IMMORTAL-PASTIME to INTER).

Not surprisingly, this refractory letter appears only rarely in palindromic compilations, and there are in fact only a handful of rather obscure palindromic words beginning with Q. For the interest of readers I have listed below the small collection of Q palindromes recorded in my unfinished 'palindromicon'. Any additions to this select group would be most welcome.

Q variant to the obsolete word 'cue', half a farthing (OED)
QAQ in 'Tell Qaq', a hill listed in the ONSG of Jordan
QUQ in 'Khawr Qaq', an inlet listed in the ONSG of Oman
QABAQ in 'Qabaq Tepe', a populated place in Iran (OSNG Iran)
QANAQ the native name for the settlement of Thule in Northwest Greenland (Times Atlas of the World)
QAPAQ in 'Qapaq Tepe', a populated place in Iran (OSNG Iran)
QAZAQ variant of 'Kazakh', one of a Turkish people of Central Asia forming the basic population of Kazakhstan (OED Sup)
QOROQ the name of two populated places in Iran (OSNG Iran)
QUDUQ in 'Quduq Toba', a border town in Northern Afghanistan (Times Index Gazetteer)
QURUQ a mountain pass in Iran, just south of the Caspian Sea (Times Atlas of the World)
QAZZAQ a populated place in Iran (OSNG Iran)